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Figure 1: Results of locomotion-aware foveated rendering when using (a) joystick moving rendered at 104 FPS, (b) teleportation
rendered at 123 FPS, (c) redirected walking rendered at 134 FPS for scene exploration. In (a), (b) and (c), the foveal average
shading rate control coefficient α and the peripheral shading rate decrease coefficient β are set to 0.85 and 0.7, the overall shading
quantity control coefficient δ is set to 2.0, 2.2 and 2.4 respectively.

ABSTRACT

Optimizing rendering performance improves the user’s immersion
in virtual scene exploration. Foveated rendering uses the features of
the human visual system (HVS) to improve rendering performance
without sacrificing perceptual visual quality. We collect and analyze
the viewing motion of different locomotion methods, and describe
the effects of these viewing motions on HVS’s sensitivity, as well as
the advantages of these effects that may bring to foveated rendering.
Then we propose the locomotion-aware foveated rendering method
(LaFR) to further accelerate foveated rendering by leveraging the
advantages. In LaFR, we first introduce the framework of LaFR. Sec-
ondly, we propose an eccentricity-based shading rate controller that
provides the shading rate control of the given region in foveated ren-
dering. Thirdly, we propose a locomotion-aware log-polar mapping
method, which controls the foveal average shading rate, the periph-
eral shading rate decrease speed, and the overall shading quantity
with the locomotion-aware coefficients based on the eccentricity-
based shading rate controller. LaFR achieves similar perceptual
visual quality as the conventional foveated rendering while achiev-
ing up to 1.6× speedup. Compared with the full resolution rendering,
LaFR achieves up to 3.8× speedup.

Keywords: Virtual Reality, Foveated Rendering, Gaze-contingent
Rendering, Perception

1 INTRODUCTION

The rendering performance significantly affects the user’s immersion
in virtual reality (VR) scene exploration. Users are able to detect
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changes in smoothness in VR which lies at over 90Hz [26], posing
a challenge to current rendering algorithms. Foveated rendering
provides a possible solution to this challenge. Foveated rendering is
a rendering acceleration technique that improves the performance
of rendering algorithms without sacrificing the perceptual visual
quality by leveraging the capabilities and limitations of the human
visual system (HVS).

Users’ viewing motion changes when they use different loco-
motion methods to explore scenes in VR. The sensitivity of HVS
varies with different viewing motion. Thus, the requirements of
the rendering quality vary with different locomotion methods. For
example, if the frequencies of the user’s saccade or head rotation
reach a certain extent, the rendering quality of the foveal region can
be reduced, i.e., the average shading rate in the foveal region can
be reduced without sacrificing the perceptual visual quality. If the
unconscious gaze movement occurs or the head rotates frequently,
the expansion of the foveal region, i.e., slowing the decrease speed
of shading rate in the peripheral region can improve the perceptual
visual quality.

Log-polar mapping foveated rendering framework (LMFR) [30]
supports the linear decrease of the shading rate from the fovea to
the periphery. But LMFR cannot parametrically control the aver-
age shading rate in the foveal region, and cannot slow down the
shading rate decrease speed in the peripheral region for different
locomotion methods, so can’t further improve the foveated rendering
performance without reducing the perceptual visual quality.

In this paper, we propose the locomotion-aware foveated render-
ing method (LaFR) for scene exploration using different locomotion
methods to further accelerate rendering performance without sacri-
ficing the perceptual visual quality. Firstly, we analyze the viewing
motion of scene exploration using different locomotion methods,
which demonstrates the difference of viewing motion under different
locomotion methods, and provides data support for LaFR. Secondly,
we describe the effects of viewing motion on HVS’s sensitivity, and
the advantages that these effects may bring to LaFR, so as to provide
the theoretical basis of LaFR. Thirdly, we propose the locomotion-
aware foveated rendering method, which includes the framework
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of LaFR based on LMFR, the eccentricity-based shading rate con-
troller to provide the shading rate control for the given regions of the
foveated rendering, and the locomotion-aware log-polar mapping
method to control the foveal average shading rate, the peripheral
shading rate decrease speed, and the overall shading quantity with
the locomotion-aware coefficients. At last, we perform user studies
to optimize the locomotion-aware coefficients of LaFR for minimiz-
ing computational resources without sacrificing the perceptual visual
performance, and evaluate the perceptual visual quality of LaFR.

Figure 1 shows the rendering results of LaFR that achieve similar
perceptual visual quality compared with the conventional foveated
rendering method when exploring scenes using three different loco-
motion methods. α and β are set to 0.85 and 0.7 for all locomotion
methods, and δ is set to 2.0, 2.2 and 2.4 under joystick moving,
teleportation and redirected walking respectively. The yellow circles
in the figure indicate foveal regions, and those green and red boxes
are magnified at the bottom of the figure. The rendering quality in
the green boxes at the edge of the fovea is comparable to that of
the foveal regions for three locomotion methods. This is because
LaFR reduces the foveal average shading rate and slows down the
peripheral shading rate decrease speed, so as to maintain the details
of objects at the edge of the fovea. But in the red boxes of the
periphery, the rendering quality becomes lower from (a) to (c). This
is because the sensitivity of HVS decreases gradually when using
joystick moving, teleportation, and redirected walking for scene
exploration. Thus LaFR can perform more aggressive foveated ren-
dering without reducing the perceptual visual quality for the above
locomotion methods. LaFR achieves 104-134 FPS under all three
locomotion methods. Compared with LMFR, LaFR achieves 1.2-
1.6× speedup with similar perceptual visual quality. Compared with
the full resolution rendering, LaFR achieves 2.4-3.8× speedup.

In summary, the contributions of our method are as follows: 1) a
viewing motion analysis for providing the data support and theoreti-
cal basis of locomotion-aware foveated rendering; 2) a locomotion-
aware foveated rendering method (LaFR) that achieves up to 1.6×
speedup compared with the conventional foveated rendering while
maintaining similar perceptual visual quality; 3) user studies to opti-
mize the locomotion-aware coefficients of LaFR, and evaluate the
perceptual visual quality of LaFR.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the state-of-the-art research on multi-
spatial resolution based foveated rendering and motion based ren-
dering related to our work.

2.1 Multi-spatial Resolution based Foveated Rendering

The research on multi-spatial resolution based foveated rendering
mainly includes multi-spatial resolution based ray tracing and multi-
spatial resolution rasterization. For multi-spatial resolution based
ray tracing, Fujita et al. [12] first implemented a foveated ray tracing
system, which uses the pre-calculated sampling map to sample the
sparse sampling of the current frame, and then uses the K-nearest
neighbor algorithm to reconstruct the sparse sampling results for gen-
erating the final output image. Weier et al. [43] combined foveated
ray tracing with the reprojection technique to reuse the ray samples
of the previous frame to reduce the number of ray samples of the
current frame. Koskela et al. [21, 22] proposed a foveated rendering
method based on progressive Monte Carlo path tracing to accelerate
the preview of the areas of interest. Tursun et al. [39] proposed a
novel luminance-contrast-aware sampling scheme and integrated
it into ray tracing to improve the computational savings. Kim et
al. [19] proposed a perception-based sampling method for ray tracing
in head-mounted displays (HMDs) by combining adaptive selective
sampling technology [15] with foveated rendering.

For multi-spatial resolution based rasterization, Guenter et al.
[13] proposed a foveated rasterization system, which rasterizes the

images of the foveal region, transitional region and peripheral region
with the guidance of a visual acuity fall-off model. Pattney et al. [33]
proposed a foveated shading system that reduces 70% of shading
calculation, and then introduced a new anti-aliasing algorithm to
recover details in the peripheral region that can be resolved by
HVS but are degraded by the filter. Meng et al. [30] proposed
LMFR that can integrate foveated rendering into the shading pipeline
efficiently. LMFR first transforms the coordinates of the screen
space to the reduced-resolution log-polar space, and then performs
lighting calculation in the log-polar space. Finally, the calculation
results in the log-polar space are inversely transformed to the screen
space to get the final output images. Turner et al. [38] aligned
the rendered pixel grid in the peripheral region to the virtual scene
during rasterization to reduce motion artifacts. To meet the field
of view and real-time requirements of HMDs, Friston et al. [11]
proposed a foveated rasterization pipeline that performs foveated
rendering in one rasterization process by per-fragment ray casting.
Meng et al. [29] reduced the rendering quality of non-dominant
eye to further improve the foveated rendering performance without
sacrificing the perceptual visual quality. Franke et al. [9] reused
pixels in the periphery to improve the rendering performance by
the re-projection technique. Walton et al. [41] proposed a real-time
post-processing method to generate the foveated image that achieves
similar perceptual visual quality as the ground truth image. Ye et
al. [45] proposed a rectangular mapping-based foveated rendering
method based on the deferred rendering pipeline to improve the
foveated rendering quality.

Recently, research on foveated rendering has taken new directions,
including new data types and new methods. Sun et al. [37] proposed
a 4D light field foveated rendering method that compromises per-
ceptual visual quality with fewer rays. Meng et al. [28] introduced a
3D-kernel foveated rendering method on the light field to improve
rendering performance. Chakravarthula et al. [4] reduced perceived
speckle noise by integrating the foveal and peripheral vision of HVS
and retinal point spread function into the phase hologram computa-
tion. Li et al. [25] proposed a log-linear transformation method to
encode and compress the original HD 360◦ video frame and transmit
them to HMDs without degrading the perceptual visual quality. Deep
learning methods are also used for foveated rendering. Kaplanyan et
al. [17] proposed a generative adversarial neural network to improve
the quality of foveated images/videos in the peripheral region. Deng
et al. [8] proposed a NeRF-based foveated rendering method, which
generates an egocentric neural radiance field representation of the
scene and uses two multi-layer perceptrons to generate the rendering
results in real time.

Since LMFR can be integrated into the shading pipeline effi-
ciently, and LMFR supports the linear decrease of the shading rate
from the gaze position to the periphery, we use it as the framework
of our method. We propose an eccentricity-based shading rate con-
troller based on LMFR to provide the average shading rate control
and shading rate decrease speed control in foveated rendering.

2.2 Motion based Rendering

Motion based rendering can be divided into two categories. The
first one is to enhance the rendering results through the motion
information of objects and camera to improve the depth perception
and realism of users in VR. The second one is to take advantage of
HVS’s features in motion perception to accelerate rendering.

For the first category, Konrad et al. [20] rendered gaze-contingent
parallax based on the quantified thresholds for VR display systems.
Xiao et al. [44] proposed a temporal neural network to reconstruct
the low-resolution results in real time, which can reduce aliasing
and restore scene details. Denes et al. [6] dynamically adjusted the
resolution according to the motion quality of objects to achieve the
balance between rendering performance and resolution. Briedis et
al. [3] reconstructed the controllable free viewpoint video based on
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the local neural radiance fields and the motion graph.
For the second category, Yee et al. [46] constructed a spatiotem-

poral error tolerance map that allows low-quality rendering without
reducing the perceptual visual quality by leveraging that HVS’s
sensitivity will decrease when perceiving moving objects. Denes et
al. [7] proposed a temporal resolution multiplexing technique that
renders every even-numbered frame at low resolution and every odd-
numbered frame at high resolution, and samples the high-resolution
frames for compensating the high-sensitive regions in low-resolution
frames. Mueller et al. [31] proposed a shading reuse method that
chooses shading frequencies for each pixel based on the temporal
motion information, which achieves 5× speedup without noticeable
visual quality loss. Jindal et al. [16] proposed a variable rate shading
method that adaptively adjusts the shading accuracy and refresh rate
of different pixel blocks to improve rendering performance without
sacrificing noticeable rendering quality.

The sensitivity of HVS varies with the viewing motion, and
the user’s viewing motion differs when using different locomo-
tion methods for scene exploration. Thus, the rendering quality
requirements of different locomotion methods are different. We pro-
pose a locomotion-aware log-polar mapping method that introduces
the locomotion-aware coefficients to control the eccentricity-based
shading rate, and integrates locomotion-aware coefficients into the
eccentricity-based shading rate controller to improve the rendering
performance without sacrificing the perceptual visual quality.

3 THEORETICAL BASIS

In this section, we describe the effects of viewing motion on HVS’s
sensitivity under different locomotion methods, and the advantages
that these effects may bring to foveated rendering, so as to provide
the theoretical basis of LaFR.

3.1 Gaze Motion

The sensitivity of HVS varies not only with the spatial frequency,
but also with the gaze motion. Kelly [18] studied this effect by hav-
ing users observe a varying sine wave and measuring their contrast
sensitivity thresholds. In the experiment, Kelly applied a special
technique to stabilize the imaging results of the retina, thus compar-
ing the peak difference in contrast sensitivity of HVS at different
gaze motion velocities. Kelly’s experimental results showed that the
sensitivity of HVS begins to decrease at gaze velocity above 0.15
◦/sec. That is, in LaFR, if the user’s gaze motion is not staying in
static state (≥ 0.15◦/sec) frequently when exploring the scene by
a certain locomotion method, the rendering quality of the foveal
region can be reduced to a certain extent without sacrificing the
perceptual visual quality. In addition, Stengel et al. [36] have proved
through user studies that when unconscious gaze movements are
triggered in VR exploration, the foveal region needs to be expanded
linearly to achieve better perceptual visual quality. Therefore, in
LaFR, if the unconscious gaze movement occurs frequently during
scene exploration by a certain locomotion method, the expansion of
the foveal region can improve the perceptual visual quality.

3.2 Head Motion

In VR, head orientation is used as the interaction for perspective
transformation and, in some cases, to assist in the locomotion for
roaming VR scenes. The interactions of head and eye movements
are complex and neurologically coupled [35]. When the head is
free to move, changes in the direction and the position of the gaze
point may involve both eye and head motion [10]. The acuity of
HVS changes when the head moves with the eyes. Firstly, when
the head rotation is large (i.e., greater than 40◦) during saccades, the
vestibulo-ocular reflex fails [24]. Thus, in LaFR, if the user’s head
rotates frequently to obviously different directions when exploring
the scene using a certain locomotion method, HVS cannot clearly
perceive the foveal region. The rendering quality in the foveal re-
gion can be reduced while maintaining the perceptual visual quality.

Secondly, the velocity of the gaze motion increases linearly with the
head rotation velocity [24], thus the unconscious gaze movement
occurs more frequently. Therefore, in LaFR, if the user’s head ro-
tates frequently during scene exploration by a certain locomotion
method, expanding the foveal region can improve the perceptual
visual quality in foveated rendering.

In conclusion, for those locomotion methods in which the user’s
gaze is not in static state frequently, such as redirected walking, or
head motion is not in static state frequently, such as teleportation
and redirected walking, the rendering quality of the foveal region
can be reduced to a certain extent without sacrificing the perceptual
visual quality, and the expansion of the foveal region can improve
the perceptual visual quality. Although expanding the foveal region
directly can improve the perceptual visual quality, it will also re-
duce the rendering performance. Therefore, in pilot user study 2,
we discuss the impact of expanding the foveal region on the per-
ceptual visual quality in both keeping overall shading quantity and
decreasing overall shading quantity cases. The experimental results
show that under the condition of keeping overall shading quantity in
the conventional LMFR, expanding the foveal region does not have
significant impact on the perceptual visual quality. But after further
reducing the overall shading quantity, expanding the foveal region
can significantly improve the perceptual visual quality.

4 VIEWING MOTION ANALYSIS FOR DIFFERENT LOCOMO-
TION

In this section, we capture the user’s viewing motion data, including
gaze motion data and head motion data, when exploring VR scenes
using different locomotion methods. Then we analyze the data to
verify the difference of the user’s viewing motion among different
locomotion methods, so as to provide the data support for LaFR.

4.1 Viewing Motion Data Capture

Condition We choose the three representative locomotion meth-
ods [23]: joystick moving, teleportation, and redirected walking.
Joystick moving is a locomotion mode that makes users move freely
in the virtual scene through the controller’s joystick. We use the
joystick to control the user to move around in VR scenes. Tele-
portation is a locomotion mode that allows the user to specify the
visible position in the field of view in VR and teleport the user to
this position [2]. We use the parabola teleportation method provided
by SteamVR [1] for scene exploration. Redirected walking is a loco-
motion mode that maps the path of the user walking in the real world
to the virtual scene [34]. We implement a simple redirected walking
with SteamVR [32] and use reset action to reverse the perspective
through ’A’ button of the controller.

Participants 10 participants (7 males and 3 females, aged between
22-30) from our university are recruited in this study, and 7 of them
have had previous experience using VR HMDs.

Setup We use an HTC Cosmos HMD with a Droolon F1 gaze
tracker to track the gaze motion and head motion of the user. The
resolution of the HMD is 1440×1700 pixels for each eye, and the
field-of-view is 97◦. The HMD is connected to a PC workstation
with a 3.8 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10700KF CPU, 64 GB of
memory, and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2080 Ti graphics card. The
program is developed with C# and is run in Unity 2021.3.6f1.

Procedure Participants are instructed to explore the scene freely
using the above three locomotion methods, and explore all areas of
the scene as much as possible. We record the participants’ gaze posi-
tions and the rotation of their heads during their exploration. Before
the experiment, we introduce how to explore a virtual scene using
three different locomotion methods. All participants will perform
gaze calibration before exploring scenes. Each participant explores
4 scenes that are randomly selected from the scenes visualized in
Figure 5, and the starting positions are fixed in all scenes. The
exploration time of each scene by using any locomotion method
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is 30 seconds. The total experiment time of each user, including
calibration and explanation time, is about 8 minutes.

4.2 Data Analysis

We generate the gaze and head motion data based on the collected
gaze position and head rotation data. For generating the gaze motion
data, we first get the current gaze position of the current frame in
screen space, and the previous gaze position of the last frame in
screen space. Then we subtract the previous gaze position from the
current gaze position to obtain the direction vector of the current
gaze movement, and use this direction vector to represent the gaze
motion of the current frame. For generating the head motion data,
we subtract the rotation vector of the current frame and the previous
frame to obtain the direction vector of the current head rotation, and
project the head rotation direction to the screen space to represent
the head motion of the current frame.

We divide the gaze and head motion into five states: static (◦),
vertical motion (�), horizontal motion (↔), positive oblique motion
(↗↙) and negative oblique motion (↖↘). Kelly [18] proved through
experiments that the sensitivity of HVS begins to decrease at gaze
velocity above 0.15 ◦/sec. Thus, we regard the gaze or head as static
when its motion eccentric angle is within 0.15◦/sec. Otherwise, in
the screen space with x as the abscissa and y as the ordinate, for
the motion vector �v in the gaze motion data or the head motion
data, if the included angle between�v and the unit direction vector
�u (0,1) is in [−30◦,30◦) or [150◦,210◦), �v is regarded as vertical
motion; if the included angle between �v and �u is in [60◦,120◦) or
[240◦,300◦), �v is regarded as horizontal motion; if the included
angle between�v and�u is in [30◦,60◦) or [210◦,240◦),�v is regarded
as positive oblique motion; if the included angle between �v and �u
is in [120◦,150◦) or [300◦,330◦),�v is regarded as negative oblique
motion.

Figure 2: Frequency histograms and confusion matrices of the gaze
motion under (a) joystick moving, (b) teleportation, and (c) redi-
rected walking.

Figure 2 plots the frequency histogram of 5 gaze motion states
under three different locomotion methods. The frequencies of static
state account for 52.7% and 44.8% of all states for gaze motion under
joystick moving and teleportation. But the frequency of static state
accounts for 23.6% of all states under redirected walking, which is
significantly lower than those of joystick moving and teleportation.
It can be regarded that the gaze motion is not in static state frequently
under redirected walking. Figure 2 further visualizes confusion
matrices of the gaze motion directions between two adjacent frames
for different locomotion methods. It shows that gaze tends to stay
still, move horizontally, or switch between the two states.

Figure 3 plots the frequency histogram of 5 head motion states
under three different locomotion methods. The frequencies of static
state account for 37.3%, 19.9%, and 9.1% of all states for head
motion under joystick moving, teleportation, and redirected walking.
The frequencies of head staying still are much lower under redirected
walking and teleportation than joystick moving. The head motion
is not in static state frequently under teleportation and redirected
walking. Figure 3 further visualizes confusion matrices of the head

motion directions between two adjacent frames. It can be seen from
the confusion matrices that head tends to move in other states from
horizontal motion, or back to horizontal motion from other states.

Figure 3: Frequency histograms and confusion matrices of the head
motion using (a) joystick moving, (b) teleportation, and (c) redi-
rected walking.

5 LOCOMOTION-AWARE FOVEATED RENDERING

In this section, we first introduce the framework of LaFR in Section
5.1, which is based on the log-polar mapping foveated rendering
framework (LMFR) [30]. Then we propose the eccentricity-based
shading rate controller in Section 5.2 for providing the shading
rate control for the given region of the foveated rendering. Based
on the eccentricity-based shading rate controller, we propose the
locomotion-aware log-polar mapping method in Section 5.3 to para-
metrically control the foveal average shading rate, the peripheral
shading rate decrease speed, and the overall shading quantity with
locomotion-aware coefficients.

5.1 Framework of the Locomotion-aware Foveated Ren-
dering

We first give a brief introduction of LMFR, and then introduce the
framework of LaFR based on LMFR.

There are two steps in LMFR. The first step is to transform the
input screen-space framebuffer pixel coordinate (x,y) in Cartesian
coordinates to the reduced-resolution log-polar framebuffer pixel
coordinate (r,θ) in the log-polar coordinates by Equation 1, and
then render the reduced-resolution log-polar framebuffer.

r = K

⎛
⎝ log(

√
(x− xg)2 +(y− yg)2)

L

⎞
⎠ ·w

θ =

(
arctan(

y− yg

x− xg
)

1

2π
+1[(y− yg)< 0]

)
·h

(1)

where L is the log distance from the center to the corner of the
screen, (xg,yg) is the position of the gaze point in the screen-space
framebuffer, (w,h) is the width and height of the reduced-resolution
log-polar framebuffer, K(·) is the kernel function, and 1[·] is the
indicator function.

The second step is to use the inverse log-polar transformation to
transform the pixel coordinate (r,θ) in the reduced-resolution log-
polar framebuffer back to the output screen-space framebuffer pixel
coordinate (x′,y′) in Cartesian coordinates by Equation 2. Due to the
non-uniform scaling property of the log-polar transformation, the
output screen-space framebuffer preserves the details in the foveal
region and reduces the details in the peripheral region.

x′ = exp

(
L
w
·K−1(r)

)
cos(

2π
h
·θ)+ xg

y′ = exp

(
L
w
·K−1(r)

)
sin(

2π
h
·θ)+ yg

(2)

where K−1(·) is the inverse of the kernel function K(·).
Based on LMFR, we propose the framework of LaFR, as shown

in Figure 4. Given the 3D Scene S, current viewpoint V , current
gaze position (xg, yg), and the locomotion-aware coefficients, it
outputs the rendering result. The locomotion-aware coefficients are
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introduced to parametrically control the eccentricity-based shading
rate in LaFR, including the foveal average shading rate control
coefficient, the peripheral shading rate decrease coefficient, and the
overall shading quantity control coefficient, which are detailed in
Section 5.3.1. LaFR optimizes the locomotion-aware coefficients for
different locomotion methods to further improve the performance of
foveated rendering without reducing the perceptual visual quality.

Figure 4: Framework of Locomotion-aware Foveated Rendering

In the first step, it constructs G-buffer FBg, which includes the
position map f bp, the depth map f bd , the normal map f bn, and the
albedo map f ba. In the second step, it performs the locomotion-
aware log-polar mapping based rendering. In the locomotion-aware
log-polar mapping based rendering, it first uses the eccentricity-
based shading rate controller to generate the eccentricity-based shad-
ing rate distribution, and converts the eccentricity-based shading rate
distribution to the log-polar sampling map according to the guidance
of the locomotion-aware coefficients, which determines the shading
rate of pixels at different eccentric angles. Secondly, it performs
illumination calculation to render the reduced-resolution log-polar
framebuffer. Finally, it uses the inverse log-polar mapping to con-
struct the output rendering result based on the reduced-resolution
log-polar framebuffer.

5.2 Eccentricity-based Shading Rate Controller

The theoretical basis in Section 3 and the viewing motion analysis
in Section 4 demonstrate that LaFR has the requirements of average
shading rate control and shading rate decrease speed control for
different regions. A direct way is to calculate the shading rate at

each eccentric angle through dr
de to adjust the kernel function K(·),

so as to control the shading rate variation with the eccentric angle.

But the direct calculation of the shading rate dr
de requires taking

the derivative of K(·) into account, which makes it very difficult
to control the shading rate by adjusting the kernel function K(·)
for LaFR. Thus, we first estimate the eccentricity-based shading
rate without calculating the derivative of the kernel function. Then
we parametrically control the average shading rate and the shading
rate decrease speed for the given eccentricity range based on the
eccentricity-based shading rate estimation result.

Given the eccentric angle e, the eccentricity-based shading rate
estimation method outputs the average shading rate Ψe of all pixels
in the output screen-space framebuffer whose eccentric angle is
e. Firstly, we randomly select a pixel (xe,ye) among those pixels
whose eccentric angle is e and calculate its radius re in the log-polar
coordinates by Equation 1. We define a unit eccentric angle |e|
to represent the minimum angle of eccentricity for a single pixel
in the log-polar coordinates. Since the shading rate of all pixels
contained in the specific eccentricity is uniform, and the shading
quantity of all pixels with eccentric angle e can be represented by
πre

2−π(re− r|e|)2. Thus, Ψe can be represented by Equation 3.

Ψe =
1

πre2−π(re− r|e|)2 (3)

Since r|e| tends to 0, and the value of r|e|2 is negligible, Ψe can be
estimated by Equation 4.

Ψe ≈ 1

2πr|e|re
=

1

2πr|e|w
· 1

K(z) (4)

where z = log(
√

(xe−xg)2+(ye−yg)2)
L .

According to [30], the kernel function in the conventional LMFR
is set as K(z) = za. The eccentricity-based shading rate controller
adjusts the average shading rate and the decrease speed of the shad-
ing rate for the specific region in the conventional LMFR flexibly
based on the eccentricity-based shading rate estimation.

To adjust the average shading rate, we use

Kf (z) =
za′

−a′+1
(5)

as the kernel function, where a′ = f ′(a,σ f ). The controller adjusts
the average shading rate by tuning the average shading rate reduce
parameter σ f . There are two reasons for using the function Kf as
a kernel function. The first one is that the shading rate estimation
integration of this kernel function is easy to calculate. The second
one is that the decrease of shading rate in the output screen-space
framebuffer is consistent with the conventional LMFR by applying
this kernel function. Given the eccentric angle range [eb,et ] of the
region, σ f , Equation 6 makes the average shading rate in the region
with eccentricity range. Eccentric angle range [eb,et ] is σ f times
that of the conventional LMFR.∫ Z(et )

Z(eb)

(−a′+1)z−a′

2πr|e|w
dz = σ f ·

∫ Z(et )

Z(eb)

z−a

2πr|e|w
dz (6)

Thus, a′ can be calculated by Equation 7.

a′ = 1− logZ(et )

σ f ·Z(et)
1−a

1−a
(7)

where Z(e) is the function that transforms the eccentric angle e to
its corresponding value of z in the kernel function. When σ f is 1,
the controller keeps the average shading rate consistent with the
conventional LMFR in the region with the eccentric angle range
[eb,et ]. The smaller σ f is, the lower the average shading rate in the
region with the eccentric angle range [eb,et ].

We use the kernel function as shown in Equation 8 to adjust the
decrease speed of the shading rate for the region with the eccentric
angle range [eb,et ]. This kernel function maps the shading rate of

the eccentricity range [eb,et ] to the cosine function cos(x f ′′(a,σp))
with the independent variable range x ∈[ π

2 , π], and the shading
rate as the dependent variable range Ψ ∈[Ψeb , Ψet ]. The controller
adjusts the decrease speed of the shading rate by tuning the shading
rate decrease parameter σp.

Kp(z) =
1

cos

(
π
2 (1+

z−Z(eb)
Z(et )−Z(eb)

f ′′(a′′,σp)
)

)
· (Ψeb −Ψet )+Ψeb

(8)

where Ψe is the shading rate estimation with the eccentric angle e,

f ′′(a′′,σp) =
a′′
σp

is the function which controls the shading decrease

speed, and a′′ is the empirical parameter to keep the shading decrease
speed consistent with the conventional LMFR in the region with the
eccentric angle range [eb,et ] when σp is 1. The smaller σ f is, the
slower the shading rate will decrease in the region with the eccentric
angle range [eb,et ].

5.3 Locomotion-aware Log-polar Mapping

In this section, we first extract locomotion-aware coefficients based
on the theoretical basis of Section 3. Then we propose the segmented
nonlinear log-polar mapping method to integrate locomotion-aware
coefficients into the eccentricity-based shading rate controller, thus
achieving the locomotion-aware log-polar mapping.
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5.3.1 Locomotion-aware Coefficients

According to the viewing motion analysis for different locomotion
methods in Section 4, the gaze motion and head motion are different
when exploring scenes in VR using different locomotion methods.
According to the theoretical basis in Section 3, the rendering quality
of the foveal region can be reduced for the locomotion methods
in which the user’s gaze is not staying in static state frequently or
head rotates frequently to obviously different directions. Thus, we
introduce the foveal average shading rate control coefficient α to
control the average shading rate in the foveal region.

In addition, if the unconscious gaze movement occurs or the user’s
head rotates more frequently, the expansion of the foveal region can
improve the perceptual visual quality. In this paper, the eccentric
angle range [0,e f ] of the foveal region is fixed according to [14]. We
achieve the goal of expanding the foveal region by slowing down the
decrease speed of the shading rate from the boundary of the foveal
region e f to the boundary of the peripheral region ep. Therefore,
we introduce the peripheral shading rate decrease coefficient β to
control the decrease speed of the shading rate from e f to ep, so as to
control the foveal region expansion.

The above two coefficients make the average shading rate in the
foveal and peripheral regions vary among different locomotion meth-
ods for achieving the same perceptual visual quality. Compared with
other locomotion methods, the overall shading quantity may also be
less for those locomotion methods with lower average shading rates
in the foveal or peripheral region. In LMFR, the shading rate of each
pixel in the reduced-resolution log-polar framebuffer is uniform.
We can control the overall shading quantity by controlling the total
number of pixels in the reduced-resolution log-polar framebuffer.
Therefore, we introduce the overall shading quantity control coeffi-
cient δ to control the total number of pixels in the reduced-resolution
log-polar framebuffer.

5.3.2 Segmented Nonlinear Log-polar Mapping

We propose the segmented nonlinear log-polar mapping to integrate
locomotion-aware coefficients into LaFR, control the foveal aver-
age shading rate through α , the peripheral shading decrease speed
through β , and the overall shading quantity through δ .

For controlling the average shading rate in the foveal region,

we use the kernel function Kf (α,z) = z f ′(a,α)

− f ′(a,α)+1
proposed in the

eccentricity-based shading rate controller to transform the pixels
in the foveal region of the screen-space coordinates to the reduced-
resolution log-polar coordinates, and tune α to adjust the average
shading rate in the foveal region. In order to be consistent with the
average shading rate of the conventional LMFR in the foveal region,
α is initialized to 1.0, and f ′(a,α) is shown in Equation 9.

f ′(a,α) = 1− logZ(e f )

α ·Z(e f )
1−a

1−a
(9)

where e f is the boundary of the foveal region which is set as 9.78◦
[14], a is the parameter in the conventional LMFR which is set to
1/4.

For controlling the decrease speed of the shading rate in the
peripheral region, we use the kernel function proposed in the
eccentricity-based shading rate controller to transform the pixels in
the peripheral region of the screen-space coordinates to the reduced-
resolution log-polar coordinates, which is shown in Equation 10.

Kp(β ,z) =
1

cos

(
π
2 (1+

z−Z(e f )
Z(ep)−Z(e f )

f ′′(a′′,β )
)

)
· (Ψe f −Ψep)+Ψe f

(10)

where ep is the boundary of the peripheral region which is set as
110◦, Ψe f and Ψep are the shading rate estimation result of the

eccentric angles e f and ep, and f ′′(a,β ) = a′′
β is the function that

controls the shading rate decrease speed. Since a is set to 1/4
in the conventional LMFR, we set a′′ = 0.7 empirically to make
the shading rate decrease speed of the eccentricity range [e f ,ep]

consistent with the conventional LMFR when β is 1. We tune β to
adjust the decrease speed of the shading rate in the peripheral region.

For controlling the overall shading quantity of the output screen-
space framebuffer, we set the width and height (w,h) of the reduced-

resolution log-polar framebuffer as (W
δ , H

δ ), where (W,H) are the

width and height of the screen-space framebuffer. We tune δ to
adjust the total number of pixels in the reduced-resolution log-polar
framebuffer.

Thus, the kernel function Kl(z,α,β ) in LaFR is shown as Equa-
tion 11.

Kl(z,α,β ) =
{

Kf (α,z) z ∈ [Z(0),Z(e f )]
Kp(β ,z) z ∈ [Z(e f ),Z(ep)]

(11)

The equation of log-polar transformation in our approach is shown
as Equation 12.

r = Kl(z,α,β ) ·W
δ

θ =

(
arctan(

y− yg

x− xg
)

1

2π
+1[(y− yg)< 0]

)
· H

δ

(12)

The equation of inverse log-polar transformation in our approach is
shown as Equation 13.

x′ = exp
(

δ ·K−1
l (r)

)
cos(

2π
h
·θ)+ xg

y′ = exp
(

δ ·K−1
l (r)

)
sin(

2π
h
·θ)+ yg

(13)

6 PILOT USER STUDIES

We conduct two pilot user studies to optimize the foveal average
shading rate control coefficient α , the peripheral shading rate de-
crease coefficient β , and the overall shading quantity control coeffi-
cient δ of LaFR, which can produce results similar to LMFR.

6.1 Pilot User Study 1: Evaluating δ
Pilot user study 1 divides LaFR into several foveation levels ac-
cording to the overall shading quantity control coefficient δ . The
higher foveation level indicates the bigger δ , which means more
aggressive foveated rendering, i.e., better rendering performance
and lower overall rendering quality. Pilot user study 1 aims to find
the acceptable foveation levels for different locomotion methods.
Users can’t find significant differences between the rendering results
of LaFR and LMFR.

Figure 5: Scenes used for all user studies. f ireRoom is from [27],
and the other scenes are collected from [40]. All scenes are rendered
with the Unity game engine.

6.1.1 Pilot User Study Design

Conditions Locomotion methods used for scene exploration in
pilot user study 1 is the same as those in the viewing motion analysis
in Section 4: joystick moving, teleportation and redirected walking.
The experimental results of the conventional LMFR [30] show that
when the overall shading quantity control coefficient δ is 1.8 and the

kernel function is K(z) = z1/4, LMFR is visually indistinguishable
from the full resolution rendering. Thus, we fix the foveal average
shading rate control coefficient α and the peripheral shading rate
decrease coefficient β to 1.0 in pilot user study 1, which makes the
foveal average shading rate and peripheral shading rate decrease
speed consistent with the conventional LMFR. Then we divide LaFR
into 5 foveation levels. From foveation level L1 to L5, The overall
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shading quantity control coefficient δ is set to 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, and
2.6. Higher foveation level means more aggressive foveated render-
ing, i.e., better rendering performance and lower overall rendering
quality.
Participants and Setup 15 participants (10 males and 5 females,
aged between 21-30) are recruited in this study, and 12 of them have
had experiences in VR HMDs. The setup of this study is also the
same as that of the viewing motion analysis.
Task and Procedure The study uses a 2×3×5 within-subjects
design. We randomly select 1 indoor scene and 1 outdoor scene from
8 scenes that are visualized in Figure 5. Each scene uses 3 different
locomotion methods to explore the scene, and 5 foveation levels are
used for generating rendering results for each locomotion method,
i.e., all participants are required to complete 30 trials. Before the
experiment, we introduce how to explore scenes using three different
locomotion methods. For each participant, the order of trials is
random. The task is to explore the scene freely for 30 seconds in
each trial, and participants are required to explore all areas of the
scene as much as possible. After each trial, participants need to
score the perceptual visual quality of the trial and have a rest of 10
seconds. The visual quality score η contains 5 confidence levels: 5
represents that they cannot perceive artifacts at all, 4 represents that
they can perceive acceptable artifacts at a few very short moments,
3 represents that they can perceive acceptable artifacts, 2 represents
that they can perceive noticeable artifacts, and 1 represent that they
can perceive obvious artifacts. Each participant spends an average
of 25 minutes. A total of 2 (scenes)×3 (locomotion methods)×5
(foveation levels)×15 (participants) = 450 trials are collected.

6.1.2 Results and Discussion

We calculate the average values and standard deviations of η of all
conditions, and use the p-value [42] and Cohen’s d [5] to estimate
the difference between two conditions. Figure 6 gives the average
values and standard deviations of η of all conditions under different
locomotion methods at different foveation levels. When using any
locomotion method for scene exploration at all foveation levels, the
average η of indoor scenes is close to those of outdoor scenes and the
decrease trend is consistent. It can be regarded that the selection of
the acceptable foveation level is irrelevant to the scene for all tested
locomotion methods. When the foveation level is L1, the average
values and standard deviations of η under all three locomotion
methods are close, but with the increase of the foveation level, the
average values of η under joystick moving and teleportation decrease
faster than that of redirected walking.

Figure 6: Average values and standard deviations of the visual
quality score η in pilot user study 1 using different locomotion
methods to explore different scenes over different foveation levels.

For joystick moving, when foveation level is L2, compared with
L1, p-value = 0.03, Cohen’s d = 0.58 and effect size is medium. Us-
ing joystick moving to explore the scene that is rendered at foveation
level L2 with the fixed α = 1.0 and β = 1.0 will not meet the re-
quirements for exploring scenes with high perceptual visual quality.
Thus, the acceptable foveation level L̂ of joystick moving is L1 in
pilot user study 1, in which the overall shading quantity control

coefficient δ̂ is set to 1.8.
For teleportation, when the foveation level is L2, compared with

L1, p-value = 0.14, Cohen’s d = 0.39 and effect size is small. But
when foveation level is L3, compared with L1, p-value = 0.00, Co-
hen’s d = 0.93 and effect size is large. When using teleportation to

explore the scene, the experimental results show that significant dif-
ference is failed to be found between rendering scenes at foveation
level L2 with the fixed α = 1.0, β = 1.0 and foveation level L1.
Thus, the acceptable foveation level L̂ under teleportation is L2 in
pilot user study 1, in which the overall shading quantity control

coefficient δ̂ is set to 2.0.
For redirected walking, no significant difference of the perceptual

visual quality is found when the foveation level rises from L1 to
L3. p-value of L3 is 0.15, Cohen’s d of L3 is 0.38 and effect size
is small. Thus, the acceptable foveation level L̂ we choose for
redirected walking is L3 in pilot user study 1, in which the overall

shading quantity control coefficient δ̂ is set to 2.2.

6.2 Pilot User Study 2: Optimizing α and β , Defining δ
Results of pilot user study 1 show that the acceptable foveation
levels vary among different locomotion methods, i.e., the evaluated
δ is different among different locomotion methods. Pilot user study
2 further divides LaFR into several acceptable foveation levels based
on the evaluated acceptable foveation levels in pilot user study 1. The
higher acceptable foveation level, the bigger δ , the more aggressive
foveated rendering. Pilot user study 2 aims to find the maximum
acceptable foveation level with the biggest δ by optimizing α and
β . Users can’t find significant differences between the rendering
results of the maximum acceptable foveation level and the acceptable
foveation level chosen for different locomotion methods in pilot user
study 1.

6.2.1 Pilot User Study Design

Conditions Locomotion methods used for exploration in pilot user
study 2 are the same as those in pilot user study 1. To achieve the
maximum acceptable foveation level for different locomotion meth-
ods, we extend the acceptable foveation level L̂, and tune the foveal
average shading rate control coefficient α and the peripheral shading
rate coefficient β in LaFR based on each acceptable foveation level.
Firstly, we extend the acceptable foveation level L̂ into 3 levels: L̂1,
L̂2 and L̂3. For each locomotion method, the overall shading quan-

tity control coefficient δ̂ in L̂1 is set to the value of δ obtained in

pilot user study 1, L̂2’s δ is set to δ̂ +0.2, and L̂3’s δ is set to δ̂ +0.4.
Under each acceptable foveation level, α is set to 1.0, 0.85 and 0.70,
β is set to 1.0, 0.7 and 0.4. Figure 7 visualizes the eccentricity-based
shading rate variation curves in the conventional LMFR and in LaFR
with different values of locomotion-aware coefficients. Figure 7
also plots the shading rate estimation as a function of eccentricity
in LMFR and in LaFR with different values of locomotion-aware
coefficients. The figure shows that the smaller α , the lower average
shading rate in the foveal region; the smaller β , the slower peripheral
shading rate decrease speed.

Figure 7: Shading rate falloff with eccentricity in LMFR, and (a)
LaFR with α = 1.0 and β = 1.0, 0.7, 0.4, (b) LaFR with α = 0.85
and β = 1.0, 0.7, 0.4, (c) LaFR with α = 0.70 and β = 1.0, 0.7, 0.4.

Participants and Setup The same 15 participants from pilot user
study 1 participate in this study. The setup of this study is also the
same as that of pilot user study 1.
Task and Procedure This study uses a 2×3×3×9 within-subjects
design. As with pilot user study 1, we randomly select 1 indoor scene
and 1 outdoor scene from 8 scenes. Each scene uses three different
locomotion methods to explore the scene, and 3 acceptable foveation
levels are used for generating rendering results for each locomotion
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method. For each acceptable foveation level, we use 3 different
values of α and 3 different values of β to adjust the eccentricity-
based shading rate. All participants are required to complete 162
trials. Before the experiment, we let participants use three different
locomotion methods to explore a random scene that is rendered by
the full resolution rendering for 30 seconds. For each participant,
the order of trials is random. The task is the same as pilot user
study 1. After each trial, participants give the visual quality score η
of the trial and have a rest of 10 seconds. Each participant spends
an average of 85 minutes. A total of 2 (scenes)×3 (locomotion
methods)×3 (acceptable foveation levels)×9 (locomotion-aware
coefficients)×15 (participants) = 2430 trials are collected.

6.2.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 8 gives the average values and standard deviations of η of
all conditions when exploring scenes under three different loco-
motion methods with different locomotion-aware coefficients. It
shows that the perceptual visual quality can be affected by tuning
the locomotion-aware coefficients. For all locomotion methods at
any acceptable foveation level, the perceptual visual quality can be
improved when α is set to 0.85 and β is set to 0.7.

For joystick moving, the group κL̂2 has the highest average η =

4.20 in acceptable foveation level L̂2 when α and β are 0.85 and
0.7. Compared with foveation level L1 selected by pilot user study 1,
i.e., the group κL1 whose acceptable foveation level is L̂1, α = 1.0
and β = 1.0, p-value of κL̂2 is 0.06, Cohen’s d is 0.38 and effect
size is small. That is, compared with κL1, no significant perceptual
visual quality difference is found when LaFR with the coefficients
of κL̂2 is used to render scenes. However, the highest average η is

3.97 in L̂3. p-value and Cohen’s d both show significant difference.
Thus, the maximum acceptable level chosen for joystick moving is
L̂2 in pilot user study 2, where α = 0.85, β = 0.7, and δ = 2.0.

Figure 8: Average values and standard deviations of η in pilot
user study 2 over different acceptable foveation levels with differ-
ent locomotion-aware coefficients using (a) joystick moving, (b)
teleportation, and (c) redirected walking to explore scenes.

For teleportation and redirected walking, the perceptual visual
quality falloff with acceptable foveation level is consistent with that
of joystick moving. The average values of η in group κL̂2 under
teleportation and redirected walking are 4.00 and 4.02. Compared
with the group κL1 under teleportation and redirected walking, p-
values of κL̂2 are 0.09 and 0.27, values of Cohen’s d of κL̂2 are

0.31 and 0.20, and effect sizes are both small. For all groups in L̂3
under teleportation and redirected walking, the differences between
these groups and κL1 are significant. Thus, compared with κL1,
significant perceptual visual quality difference is failed to be found
when rendering scenes using LaFR with the coefficients of κL̂2.

For teleportation, the optimized locomotion-aware coefficients α is
0.85, β is 0.7, and δ is 2.2. For redirected walking, the optimized
locomotion-aware coefficients α is 0.85, β is 0.7, and δ is 2.4.
Besides, the values of visual quality score η of pilot user studies
1 and 2 with the same locomotion-aware coefficients are slightly
different because scenes are randomly assigned to 15 participants in
these two pilot user studies.

In conclusion, LaFR can perform more aggressive foveated ren-
dering gradually with the optimized locomotion-aware coefficients
for joystick moving, teleportation, and redirected walking while no
significant perceptual visual quality decrease is found.

7 USER STUDY

We conduct a user study to evaluate the perceptual visual quality of
LaFR.

7.1 User Study Design

We formulate the hypotheses for the user study.
Hypotheses We formulate two hypotheses for the user study:

H1 For all locomotion methods, LaFR with optimized
locomotion-aware coefficients achieves similar perceptual visual
quality compared with the conventional LMFR.

H2 For all locomotion methods, LaFR with optimized
locomotion-aware coefficients achieves acceleration compared with
the full resolution rendering and the conventional LMFR.
Conditions Locomotion methods used to explore virtual scenes in
the user study are the same as those in pilot user studies. The render-
ing methods used to generate rendering results include the full reso-
lution rendering method (RR), the conventional log-polar foveated
rendering method (LMFR) and LaFR with optimized locomotion-
aware coefficients.
Participants 20 participants (15 males and 5 females, aged between
21-30) are recruited for the user study. No one has participated in
pilot user studies, and 13 of them have had experiences in VR HMDs.
The setup of this study is the same as those of pilot user studies.
Task and Procedure The whole experiment consists of 72 trials.
All participants need to use 3 different locomotion methods to ex-
plore all 8 virtual scenes that are rendered by 3 different rendering
methods. Before the experiment, we introduce how to explore the
virtual scene using three different locomotion methods. The task
is the same as those of pilot user studies. The order of trial is ran-
dom. After each trial, users give the trial’s visual quality score η
to evaluate the perceptual visual quality and rest for 10 seconds. It
takes an average of 48 minutes to complete all trials. The data of 20
(participants)×8 (scenes)×3 (locomotion methods)×3 (rendering
methods) = 1440 trials are collected.

7.2 Results and Discussion

p-values between LaFR and LMFR under joystick moving, tele-
portation, redirected walking are 0.53, 0.34, and 0.56 respectively.
Values of Cohen’s d between LaFR and LMFR under joystick mov-
ing, teleportation, redirected walking are 0.10, 0.15, 0.09, and effect
sizes are all very small under all locomotion methods. p-value and
Cohen’s d both show that the perceptual visual quality between
LaFR and LMFR is similar under all locomotion methods. Table
1 compares the frequencies of η among RR, LaFR with optimized
locomotion-aware coefficients and LMFR under different locomo-
tion methods. We note that the probability of η greater than or equal
to 4 for RR, LaFR and LMFR exceeds 85% under all locomotion
methods, and the results indicate the comparable perceptual visual
quality among RR, LaFR, and LMFR, and show the generalizability
of LaFR. Therefore, the results support H1.

We calculate MSE of LaFR, the conventional LMFR, and LMFR
with the same performance as LaFR (LMFRs) compared with RR
under three different locomotion methods in all eight virtual scenes,
and compare p-value and Cohen’s d between MSE of LaFR and
LMFR, LMFRs and LMFR in Table 2. p-value and Cohen’s d indi-
cate that MSE of LaFR has no significant difference compared with
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Table 1: Visual quality score η frequency of RR, LaFR, and LMFR
under joystick moving (JM), teleportation (T), and redirected walk-
ing (RW).

Methods η = 5 η = 4 η = 3 η = 2 η = 1

JM

RR 82.5% 17.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

LaFR 47.5% 43.8% 5.0% 3.7% 0.0%

LMFR 30.0% 58.8% 6.2% 5.0% 0.0%

T

RR 90.0% 8.8% 1.2% 0.0% 0.0%

LaFR 36.3% 51.2% 7.5% 5.0% 0.0%

LMFR 23.8% 65.0% 6.2% 5.0% 0.0%

RW

RR 85.0% 12.5% 2.5% 0.0% 0.0%

LaFR 33.8% 52.5% 8.7% 5.0% 0.0%

LMFR 26.3% 63.8% 6.3% 3.8% 0.0%

that of LMFR. However, p-values between LMFRs and LMFR are
above 0.05 and effect sizes of Cohen’s d are large and very large un-
der teleportation and redirected walking, which both show that MSE
of LMFRs decreases significantly compared with that of LMFR.

Figure 9 shows the average FPS of RR, LaFR and LMFR un-
der different locomotion methods in all test scenes. When using
redirected walking for scene exploration, the average FPS of LaFR
for all scenes is 135. Under redirected walking, LaFR achieves
3.2-3.8× speedup compared with RR, and achieves 1.6× speedup
compared with LMFR. LaFR also achieves the average FPS of 122
under teleportation, and brings 2.9-3.4× and 1.4-1.5× speedup com-
pared with RR and LMFR. Since higher rendering quality is required
when using joystick moving for exploring scenes, the FPS of LaFR
decreases. The average FPS of LaFR is 101 under joystick walking.
Compared with RR and LMFR, the acceleration ratios of LaFR are
2.4-2.7 and 1.2 under joystick moving.

Table 2: Statistical MSE (×10−2) comparisons among LaFR, LMFR
and LMFRs under three locomotion methods.

Methods avg.±std. p-value Cohen’s d effect size

LMFR 3.44±0.79 / / /

JM
LaFR 3.61±0.86 0.71 0.20 small

LMFRs 3.78±0.89 0.45 0.41 small

T
LaFR 3.73±0.87 0.53 0.34 small

LMFRs 4.57±1.12 0.04 1.17 large

RW
LaFR 3.85±0.91 0.39 0.47 small

LMFRs 4.99±1.25 0.01 1.48 very large

Figure 9: Performance of RR, LaFR, and LMFR under joystick
moving, teleportation, and redirected walking for all test scenes.

Table 3 shows the statistical performance difference of LaFR com-
pared with RR and LMFR under all locomotion methods. Compared
with RR, LaFR achieves 2.4-3.8× speedup under all locomotion
methods. p-values between LaFR and RR are less than 0.05 and
effect sizes of Cohen’s d of LaFR are huge under all locomotion
methods. Compared with LMFR under teleportation and redirected
walking, LaFR achieves 1.4-1.6× speedup, p-values between LaFR
and LMFR are less than 0.05 and effect sizes of Cohen’s d of LaFR
are large and very large. It indicates that LaFR achieves significant

Table 3: Statistical performance comparisons between LaFR and
RR, LMFR under three locomotion methods.

Comparisons p-value Cohen’s d effect size

JM
vs. RR 0.00 2.74 huge

vs. LMFR 0.33 0.54 medium

T
vs. RR 0.00 2.97 huge

vs. LMFR 0.04 1.15 large

RW
vs. RR 0.00 3.21 huge

vs. LMFR 0.02 1.45 very large

performance acceleration compared with RR under all locomotion
methods and LMFR under teleportation and redirected walking.
When exploring scenes using joystick moving, the perceptual visual
sensitivity HVS is higher. On the premise of maintaining similar
perceptual visual quality as the conventional LMFR, LaFR also
achieves 1.2× speedup. Therefore, the results support H2. But p-
value between LaFR and LMFR is 0.33, and effect size of Cohen’s d
is medium under joystick moving, which indicates the performance
acceleration is not significant.

8 CONCLUSION, LIMITATION, AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed a locomotion-aware foveated rendering method
(LaFR) to accelerate the foveated rendering performance when ex-
ploring VR scenes. By optimizing the locomotion-aware coefficients
to reduce the foveal average shading rate and slow down the periph-
eral shading rate decrease speed, LaFR can perform more aggressive
foveated rendering than the conventional foveated rendering LMFR
with similar perceptual visual quality, and the degree of aggres-
siveness increases gradually with joystick moving, teleportation,
and redirected walking. LaFR achieves 1.2-1.6× speedup while
maintaining similar perceptual visual quality compared with LMFR.
Compared with the full resolution rendering, LaFR achieves 2.4-
3.8× speedup with comparable perceptual visual quality.

Since the rendering performance of LMFR is determined by
the size of the reduced-resolution log-polar framebuffer, and the
width and height of the reduced-resolution log-polar framebuffer
are pre-defined in LMFR and can not be changed in rendering.
Thus, the rendering performance of LMFR cannot be dynamically
controlled in real time. LaFR is based on LMFR framework, so
one limitation of LaFR is that it cannot dynamically control the
rendering performance in real time according to the user’s viewing
motion. Thus, the first possible future work is to combine LaFR with
the shading reuse technology to dynamically control the shading
rate and refresh rate of each pixel on the reduced-resolution log-
polar framebuffer, so as to further adaptively improve the rendering
performance of the foveated rendering. The other limitation is that
the object salient features of the VR scene is not considered in LaFR,
so users may perceive the salient objects in the periphery at some
moments, thus reducing the perceptual visual quality. In LMFR, the
shading rate of a circle pixels corresponding to each eccentric angle
is the same. Therefore, LaFR cannot be combined with the saliency
map directly. So the other possible future work is to introduce a
novel mapping method to transform the screen space coordinates
into a new space, which can dynamically control the shading rate
of the circle pixels corresponding to the specific eccentric angle.
Then, it integrates the saliency map into the new space to increase
the shading rate of pixels in the periphery with salient objects, thus
improving the perceptual visual quality.
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